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Abstract Wear in self-mated tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C) films is studied by molecular dynamics and nearedge X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy. Both
theory and experiment demonstrate the formation of a soft
amorphous carbon (a-C) layer with increased sp2 content,
which grows faster than an a-C tribolayer found on selfmated diamond sliding under similar conditions. The faster
sp3 ! sp2 transition in ta-C is explained by easy breaking
of prestressed bonds in a finite, nanoscale ta-C region,
whereas diamond amorphization occurs at an atomically
sharp interface. A detailed analysis of the underlying rehybridization mechanism reveals that the sp3 ! sp2 transition
is triggered by plasticity in the adjacent a-C. Rehybridization
therefore occurs in a region that has not yet experienced
plastic yield. The resulting soft a-C tribolayer is interpreted
as a precursor to the experimentally observed wear.
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1 Introduction
Tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C) coatings have
attracted substantial scientific and technological attention
in recent years because they show low friction in humid
environments and have superior resistance to abrasive as
well as adhesive wear [1, 2]. These tribological properties
make ta-C an outstanding candidate for protective coatings
that reduce wear and friction in micro- and macromachines
[3]. Nevertheless, ta-C coatings abrade slowly, even under
lubricated conditions, and the detailed wear mechanism is
typically hidden by the complex passivation processes at
the sliding interface. Experimentally, wear is accompanied
by the formation of a surface layer with an increased
amount of sp2-hybridized amorphous carbon compared to
the bulk of the film [4–6]. This suggests a partial loss of
surface passivation and subsequent covalent interaction
across the interface during sliding [7]. Interactions of
contacting asperities must then involve plastic deformation
of the amorphous carbon (see Ref. [8] for a review on
plasticity in glassy materials) and eventually fracture.
In general, the coatings low friction can be attributed to
a rapid repassivation (after asperity interactions) of dangling surface bonds by species such as dissociated ambient
H2O molecules [9]. Here, we propose that their wear
resistance can be linked to an entirely different process,
namely shear localization during deformation of the diamond-like sp3 network. It is well known that bulk amorphous metals fail through such shear bands [10]. Our
molecular dynamics simulations of ta-C/ta-C tribocouples
indicate that ta-C also localizes shear, in this case at the
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sliding interface. Shear is accompanied by a gradual
transformation or rehybridization into a softer sp2-rich
phase. This is supported by near-edge X-ray absorption fine
structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy analysis of worn ta-C
that shows a comparable sp3 ! sp2 rehybridization. We
contrast these results to the behavior of diamond tribocouples. In all cases, theory and experiment show that the
observed formation rate of amorphous carbon (a-C; having
significantly more sp2 than ta-C) in the ta-C/a-C/ta-C system exceeds the amorphization rate in diamond/diamond
tribocouples under similar conditions [11]. We propose
that, ultimately, the weak sp2 phase succumbs to wear, but
also prevents fatal events such as microfracture of asperities and formation of wear debris. The rehybridization rate
therefore limits the overall wear rate.
Rehybridization shows that the previously introduced
shear banding is accompanied by a change in local order of
the material [12, 13]. Mesoscopic models of plasticity rely
on some order parameter (or collective variable) that
characterizes the degree of local order. Examples are the
effective temperature in shear transformation zone theory,
or the liquid like material concentration in amorphous
silicon [14–16]. The fraction of sp3-coordinated carbon
atoms or sp3 hybridization is such an order parameter that
has the added advantage of being experimentally accessible. A typical evolution equation then couples the order
parameter field to the locally integrated amount of local
plastic strain [17]. In contrast, our simulations reveal a nonlocal coupling between strain rate and rehybridization. This
rehybridization precedes plastic events, and the material is
weakened before it yields. This is possible because a large
fraction of bonds in ta-C are already severely prestressed
and require only minute perturbation to break. The diamond/diamond tribocouple shows similar shear localization, but the diamond to a-C transformation is confined to a
region of low but finite shear rate [11].

2 Methods
2.1 Molecular Dynamics Simulation
We create two independent ta-C films by a simulated liquid
carbon quench from two opposing diamond surfaces, producing a stack of two 2.9 nm 9 3.0 nm 9 5.5 nm ta-C
films with roughly 70 % sp3 concentration. The ta-C film
structure agrees well with reported data on simulated
growth of ta-C thin films [18, 19]. Periodic boundary
conditions are applied in lateral directions. No additional
surface chemical termination is added, as we assume that
surface species will be mechanically peeled off during
asperity collisions, or will eventually dissociate due to
sliding-induced heat and subsequent destabilization
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[20, 21]. Both processes lead to welding (covalent bond
formation) across the interface. Hence, we cut the two films
to expose bare ta-C surfaces and pair them to form a sliding
system with an incommensurate, poorly-bonded plane
where sliding initiates. This sliding setup is similar to
previous simulations of self-mated ta-C surfaces [7]. The
top and bottom section of the sliding system is subdivided
into three layers as described in Refs. [22, 23]. The atomic
positions of the outermost 0.4 nm layer is fixed, and a
T = 300 K Langevin thermostat is applied to an adjacent
0.6-nm-wide layer. The motion of the remaining atoms
between the two thermostated layers of each film is calculated from Newton’s equations. We employ the secondgeneration reactive empirical bond-order potential
(REBO2) [24] with an improved nearest-neighbor cutoff
scheme [19, 25]. The modified cutoff scheme is mandatory
for a reasonable description of bond-breaking and formation processes during friction. A load of 10 GPa is then
applied to the fixed atoms of the upper ta-C film. The
construction of our barostat compensates for the finite size
of the simulated system [22]. A sliding velocity of
vS = 20 m s-1 is instantly applied to the upper fixed layer.
By construction, the initial ta-C/ta-C tribocouple consist of
two 70 % sp3 ta-C films separated by a 0.4-nm layer of
a-C. An equivalent simulation setup, as described for the
ta-C case, was chosen for the diamond tribocouples.
2.2 Experiments
The details of the sample preparation, tribological tests, and
NEXAFS characterization are presented in Ref. [4]. In brief,
Si flats and 3-mm-diameter Si3N4 spheres were simultaneously coated with either ta-C or ultrananocrystalline
diamond (UNCD). The ta-C films were deposited using a
pulsed laser deposition technique with a thickness of
*1 lm and subjected to a standard post-growth anneal to
relieve residual stress. UNCD was deposited by a microwave plasma chemical vapor deposition technique with a
thickness of 1–2 lm. The UNCD films had a typical asgrown surface roughness of *11 nm r.m.s. over a
1 9 1 lm2 area, 2–5 nm grains, and exhibit 95–98 % sp3
bonding overall. The ta-C films have an as-grown surface
roughness of *0.1 nm r.m.s. over a 1 9 1 lm2 area and are
comprised of an amorphous network of carbon that has been
measured independently to be *80 %sp3-bonded, with the
remaining *20 % being sp2-bonded.
After deposition, these films were subjected to selfmated reciprocating tribometry tests using a tribometer
housed inside an environmental chamber. Normal and
lateral forces were measured with a calibrated dual flexure
cantilever. In all cases, 5,000 sliding cycles were performed to ensure steady-state friction behavior. The
reciprocation length was set to 600 lm for every track,
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Fig. 1 (Color online) a side-view snapshot of the ta-C/ta-C tribosystem after 0.1 ns of sliding. Atoms are color-coded according to
their atomic coordination: white ! 4-fold (sp3), green ! 3-fold
(sp2), yellow ! 2-fold (sp1). The colored bars define layers that were
used for further analyses in Fig. 3. b sp3 concentration (black curve)
and velocity profile (red curve) across the ta-C/ta-C tribocouple.
c Evolution of the upper and lower boundary of the a-C tribofilm

formed between two ta-C surfaces (black curve) compared to a
corresponding film formed between two diamond {110} surfaces
rubbed in h100i direction (gray curve). d sp3 concentration (black
curve for ta-C and gray curve for diamond) and velocity profile of the
ta-C system (red curve) after 20 ns of sliding. e and f is a side-view
snapshot of the ta-C/ta-C and diamond/diamond tribosystems after
20 ns sliding

with a sliding speed of 2.5 mm s-1. Humidity was introduced by controlling the flow of dry argon through a beaker
containing deionized water and measured with a DewPro
MMY 2650 hygrometer, which is accurate within 0.1 %,
with a lower detection limit of 0.1 %. Experiments were
conducted at different loads and humidity values. The
results presented here were for an applied load of 0.1 N for
UNCD, corresponding to an initial mean Hertzian contact
pressure of 300 MPa, and 0.05 N for ta-C, corresponding to
an initial mean Hertzian contact pressure of 240 MPa. The
relative humidity used was 1.0 %.
The wear tracks were analyzed ex-situ using photoelectron emission microscopy (PEEM) (beamline 7.3.1.1 at
the advanced light source), which is a surface-sensitive
technique that characterizes the top *4 nm of the sample
with *100-nm lateral resolution. The chemical information is obtained from the NEXAFS spectra acquired in
conjunction with the spatial information of PEEM. The
spectra acquired predominantly came from the center of
each track.

formation of additional a-C tribomaterial between the ta-C
regions. This is consistent with earlier simulation on the
initial (\200 ps) stage of sliding at around 90 m s-1 [7].
Note that Ref. [7] reports the formation of a significant
smaller tribofilm than in the present work at comparable
load and sliding distance, although the mechanical stability
of our investigated film is significantly higher. This difference could be related to slight differences in the simulation methodology [19, 26]. The width of our a-C
interlayer grows with increasing sliding distance (black
curve in Fig. 1c) and exhibits a square-root-like dependence in time, similar to the a-C that forms between sliding
diamond surfaces [11]. For comparison, the gray curve in
Fig. 1c shows the pairing of the softest diamond tribocouple that exhibits a significantly slower growth of the
a-C interlayer.
An explanation for this marked difference in growth rate
could be an elevated temperature at the ta-C/a-C interface
since the thermal conductivity of ta-C is lower than that of
single crystal diamond. Indeed, we find T = 490 K at the
ta-C/a-C interface while diamond shows T = 350 K in the
vicinity of the formed a-C [11]. On the other hand, the
temperature for ta-C is well below its melting point, which
is estimated at 4,000 K [27]. Therefore, melting can be
ruled out as the driving force for the sp3 ! sp2 transition
and a mechanically driven rehybridization process is proposed instead (as it has already been discussed in Ref. [11]
for diamond).
For both ta-C/ta-C and diamond/diamond, after 20 ns of
sliding a rather homogeneous distribution of 70–80 % sp2
carbon with equal sp1 and sp3 fractions can be detected

3 Tribosimulation of ta-C
Figure 1a shows a snapshot of the ta-C/ta-C tribosystem
after 0.1 ns of sliding. The initial a-C layer is clearly
associated with a drop in the sp3 concentration profile in
Fig. 1b and accommodates all sliding-induced shear (see
velocity profile in Fig. 1b). With continuous sliding, the
region near the contact interface undergoes a phase transition from sp3 to sp2 hybridized carbon, which leads to the
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within the a-C tribolayers. This is illustrated in the sp3
concentration profiles in Fig. 1d and the atomic structure of
the ta-C system in Fig. 1e. Furthermore, the sp3 ! sp2
transition region spreads over a 1-nm-wide layer, in contrast to the sharp diamond/a-C interface in the diamond
simulations. The corresponding ta-C (black) and diamond
(gray) sp3 profiles in Fig. 1d clearly show the extent of this
transition region where the distinct diamond/a-C interface
also clearly appears in the atomic structure in Fig. 1f.
Interestingly, the ta-C/a-C sp3 ! sp2 transition region is
not taking part in the shear process. All tribo-induced
plasticity is restricted to the soft, high-sp2 region as seen by
comparing the velocity profile (red) to the hybridization
profile (black) in Fig. 1d.

4 Experimental Evidence of a-C Tribofilm
Wear experiments on ta-C and diamond support our theoretical results. We analyzed the NEXAFS spectra from Ref.
[4] to estimate the amount of a-C that is formed in ta-C/ta-C
and diamond/diamond pairings. Figure 2 shows the difference between spectra taken from the heavily worn and
unworn ta-C and UNCD surfaces on the flat, respectively.
The difference signal for the ta-C case is presented relative
to the UNCD difference, where the latters C 1s ! p peak
height had been normalized to unity. In both cases, the
magnitude of the C 1s ! p peak at 285 eV (a feature
unique to sp2-bonded C) is significantly increased. Thus, a
noticeable conversion from sp3-to sp2-bonded carbon
occurs in ta-C as well as in diamond, which corroborates
our simulations. Moreover, the increase in the C 1s ! p
peak was more than two times higher for ta-C than for
UNCD, which demonstrates a significantly higher sp3-to
sp2- conversion rate in ta-C. This was found consistently
for all loads and relative humidities (RHs) investigated in
Ref. [4], respectively, as long as the silicon substrate stayed
intact (plastic deformation of the Si substrate was observed
in some cases when loads and friction forces were high,
rendering it difficult to compare with other cases as this
meant that contact areas and stresses were significantly
altered). Note that a quantitative comparison with our
atomistic simulations is impossible, since topographical
differences, gas environment, surface passivation, and film/
substrate effects are neglected in our model. Nevertheless,
it is striking that the amount of sp3-to sp2 conversion is
always more pronounced for ta-C/ta-C than for UNCD/
UNCD pairings irrespective of the load or RH. These
findings, and especially the similar track wear rates at
different RH for low loads, suggest only a secondary
influence of the test conditions on the rehybridization
mechanism.
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Fig. 2 Difference in NEXAFS total electron yield spectra between
worn and unworn regions of carbon-based films. Gray curve
difference between a spectrum taken from a heavily modified region
of the UNCD wear track and a spectrum from unworn UNCD, where
the C 1s ! p peak height was normalized to unity. Black curve
difference between a spectrum taken from a heavily modified region
of the ta-C wear track and a spectrum from unworn ta-C with respect
to the UNCD difference. The upper inset shows the worn (gray)
UNCD spectrum and the unworn (black) UNCD spectrum. The lower
inset shows the worn (gray) ta-C spectrum and the unworn (black) taC spectrum. Note, that even in the unworn spectra a small amount of
sp2 is present. This can be explained by grain boundaries [28] or an
initial sp2-rich overlayer [29, 30] in diamond or ta-C, respectively.
However, a preexisting sp2 contribution is eliminated in the difference
spectra by subtraction. The applied loads were 0.1 N for UNCD, and
0.05 N for ta-C, and measurements were obtained at 1.0 % RH

5 Rehybridization Mechanism
To further study the mechanism that underlies the ta-C/a-C
phase transformation, we analyze the evolution of the
average sp3 concentration in a stack of five layers of
thickness Dz ¼ 0:2 nm within the lower ta-C film. Each of
these layers, indicated by the colored bars in Fig. 1a, is
located between z = -1.9 nm and z = -2.9 nm below the
initial sliding plane. In the five layers, the initial sp3 concentration is approximately 70 % and, after 20 ns of sliding, this concentration decreases to approximately 10 %
(Fig. 3a). The onset of this phase transformation depends
on the height of the layers within the lower ta-C film.
Horizontal bars in Fig. 3b mark the time interval in which
each layer’s sp3 concentration drops from 60 to 20 %, and
show clearly that the more distant layers transform later.
Next, we consider the evolution of local shear strain
c(z, t) in a layer at height z which is determined from the
Rt
0
Þ
shear rate ovðz;tÞ
by cðz; tÞ ¼ dt0 ovðz;t
oz
oz : The shear rate
0

within a layer is calculated as a finite difference of the
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Fig. 3 (Color online) Evolution of sp3 concentration (a) and shear
strain (b) in the stack of 5 layers as described in the text. The color
code distinguishes the height of the layers (see also bars in Fig. 1a).
The colored bars in b denote the main rehybridization region
(transition region between 60 and 20 % sp3 concentration) of the
respective layers

velocities vðz  Dz=4; tÞ of two sub-layers of height
Dz=2 ¼ 0:1 nm: Figure 3b depicts the evolution of the local
strain c(z, t) for the five individual layers. Each layer starts
with fluctuations around zero strain followed by a clear
transition to a linear increase in strain. Remarkably, this
onset of plastic deformation takes place after the layer has
transformed to a-C. Note that the end of the colored bars
that show the transformation region in Fig. 3b coincides
with the onset of plastic strain. Thus, any mechanism that
connects the sp3 ! sp2 transformation to local plasticity
can be ruled out.
On the other hand, it becomes evident from Fig. 3a and
b that the ta-C/a-C phase change takes place close to the
strained part of the tribosystem. The ‘‘black’’ layer in
Fig. 3b starts to yield at roughly 5 ns and, at the same time,
the sp3 concentration of the 0.6 nm deeper lying ‘‘blue’’
layer begins to drop. This suggests that rehybridization
must be driven by fluctuations in stress that propagate from
the continuously sheared a-C into the stationary ta-C bulk.
To test this hypothesis, we investigate the influence of
structural rearrangements at the ta-C/a-C interface on
deeper lying ta-C layers with an auxiliary simulation. A
5.8-nm-thick ta-C film with 70 % sp3 concentration and
lateral dimensions 2.6 nm 9 2.6 nm is split equally into an
upper (U) and lower (L) part. The U part is then rigidly
shifted by a distance Dx in lateral direction. In this way, the
force network at the L/U interface is drastically changed,
mimicking the strong plastic events in the a-C of our previous tribosimulation. Finally, the whole system is relaxed
[31], and the induced rehybridization is analyzed. Figure 4a depicts the change of the sp3 content in the vicinity
of the L/U interface, which is situated at a distance of
0 nm. These data are obtained as an average over 10 different Dx in 20 independent L/U samples. Besides the
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Fig. 4 (Color online) a Average change of the sp3 hybridization
depending on the distance from the L/U interface after perturbing the
system (according to the auxiliary calculations as described in the
text). b Distribution of bond length of all bonds with at least one sp3
hybridized atom. The black curve corresponds to all bonds of the
unperturbed case. The blue and green curves depict the subset of the
unperturbed distribution that will break within the distance bars
highlighted in a

expected strong drop of sp3 near the L/U interface
(\0.25 nm away from the perturbation; highlighted by the
blue bars), we also observe rehybridization events that are
almost 0.4 nm away from the L/U interface (as highlighted
by the green bars). This finding clearly indicates that the
continuous change of the force network at the ta-C/a-C
interface affects the structural integrity of the deeper layers
in ta-C and promotes rehybridization.
The resistivity to these force fluctuations can be determined by investigating the bond length distribution in the
ta-C film since any event that promotes an sp3 carbon atom
into an sp2 state requires the breaking of a bond. The black
curve in Fig. 4b displays the distribution of bond lengths
between all atom pairs with at least one sp3 hybridized
atom (i.e., sp2–sp3 and sp3–sp3 bonds) prior to the rigid
shift of U. The same distribution function can be recorded
for the subset of these bonds that will be broken after the
rigid U shift. Figure 4b shows these distributions for bonds
that were closer (blue) and further away (green) from the
L/U interface. It is apparent that the broken sp2–sp3 and
sp3–sp3 bonds were already elongated and thus weakened
before the rigid U shift. This suggests that sp2–sp3 and
sp3–sp3 bonds with tensile prestress will break first when
exposed to force fluctuations from the changed L/U interface. All sp2–sp2 bonds stayed intact during this procedure.

6 Discussion and Conclusions
Both our atomistic simulations and our NEXAFS analysis of
ta-C/ta-C and diamond/diamond tribo couples reveal the
formation of an amorphous sp2 (a-C) interlayer. A first guess
for the mechanism behind the sp3 ! sp2 rehybridization at
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the ta-C/a-C and diamond/a-C interface would be graphitization induced by a frictional temperature rise [20] suggesting that the different rehybridization rates result from
the different thermal conductivities of the two materials.
Although this wear scenario cannot be excluded for extreme
tribological loading, the experiments and simulations presented here hint toward another mechanism. We have estimated the temperature rise in the experiment using the
approach described in Ref. [20] and find the rise to be below
three degrees for both ta-C and UNCD. Note that ta-C and
UNCD have comparable thermal conductivities due to the
presence of grain boundaries in the latter [32, 33]. The situation is similar in our simulations. The interface temperature in both systems stays well below the corresponding
materials’ melting temperatures [11, 25, 27]. This shows
that heat-induced structural transformations play a secondary role, and consequently, rehybridization is dominated by
a tribomechanical rather than a tribothermal process.
Our simulation results show that this tribomechanical
process progresses through plastic events that transform the
surrounding material to a weaker state even in the presence
of highly compressive external stresses. Responsible for this
weakening is shear-induced force-fluctuation that is carried
by strong bonds in the amorphous network and break its
weak bonds. The non-local character of this process is surprising because it is in distinct contrast to current models for
plasticity in amorphous materials, where a local strainplasticity relation is typically observed. While ta-C could be
a special case, it is possible that other materials exhibit a
similar non-local behavior, particularly ones with directional bonds. The study of this particular phenomenon
requires gradients in the order parameter field. Here, those
were initially generated through the pairing of two separate
ta-C surfaces, while most computational studies of plasticity
start from a homogeneous initial configuration in which it is
difficult to disentangle non-local effects.
Within this picture, it is easy to understand why the a-C
formation rate is smaller in diamond than in ta-C. Since the
a-C tribofilms formed in the ta-C/ta-C and diamond/diamond simulations are identical in terms of their hybridization mixture (Fig. 1d), the force fluctuations that are
injected into ta-C and diamond by sliding are of the same
order of magnitude. However, bulk diamond lacks the
structural inhomogeneities that are characteristic for glassy
materials. Its bulk bonds can only be prestressed by an
external homogeneous shear stress s (note that for
s = 10 GPa, the related bond length elongation is
\0.01 nm). Thus, only bonds at the diamond/a-C interface
are weak enough to break, which leads to an atomically
sharp diamond/a-C interface and a correspondingly small
amorphization rate. Conversely, a significant fraction of the
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bulk ta-C bonds have tensile prestress (many of them are
elongated by more than 0.015 nm) and therefore are easier
to break, consequently leading to a higher a-C formation
rate, and a sp3 ! sp2 transition region of finite size.
Moreover, our simulation results suggest that the
underlying nanostructure of the ta-C film determines its
detailed wear behavior during tribological loading. The taC films prepared for our simulation exhibit a homogeneous
lateral distribution of sp3 states across the film, consequently leading to a smooth rehybridization across the
interface. However, an inhomogeneous sp3 network could
lead to a spatially more localized rehybridization and
possibly to fracture events and an enhanced formation of
wear debris.
Ultimately, the gradual sp3 ! sp2 rehybridization
observed for ta-C films dissipates shear energy and prevents catastrophic failure through brittle fracture such as
that observed on the hardest (111) surface of diamond [11,
34]. Hence, while shear localization is responsible for the
failure of bulk glasses, here it is the source of the toughness
under tribological loading [10]. In our simulations, the
weak character of the a-C tribointerface eventually allows
easy failure upon separation of contacting asperities. The
resulting exposed surface is a soft a-C layer on a hard ta-C
substrate that would be eventually removed through abrasive or chemical processes, which finally lead to the wear
observed macroscopically during experiments [35–37].
Figure 5 displays a summary of the anticipated wear
mechanisms acting between two ta-C surfaces under
environmental conditions. As-grown ta-C films are usually
extremely smooth [38], covered with a 1–2-nm-thick layer
of a-C [39], and passivated with H and OH groups after
contact with water or lubricants [30] (Fig. 5a). During
sliding, asperities on the two opposing tribo partners
approach each other. In most asperity collisions, slidinginduced strain is localized between the passivation layers
and the weak dispersion forces between the two asperities
lead to small friction coefficients [30]. However, sometimes passivation is not sufficient, for instance when
asperities have too much vertical overlap leading to the
peeling-off of functional groups accompanied by cold
welding of the collision partners (Fig. 5b). In this case, the
rehybridization mechanism described in this article is
activated and an a-C layer is formed (green zone in
Fig. 5b). Further sliding leads to shear localization in the
a-C until finally the two asperities separate presumably
after necking [40] (see Fig. 5c) or even debris formation.
After separation, highly reactive a-C surface remains with a
high density of dangling bonds and linear sp1 carbon chains
[35, 36] ready for passivation reactions with lubricants and
environmental gases [30]. The products of some of these
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Fig. 5 (Color online) Scenario
for wear in tetrahedral
amorphous carbon. a The
collision of two ta-C asperities
of a virginal ta-C/ta-C tribo
contact. b Removal of the
passivating species, cold
welding of the ta-Cs, and
formation of an a-C. c
Separation of the two asperities
is accompanied by formation of
dangling bonds, linear carbon
chains, and bridge formation. d
Repassivation after the reaction
of the surface radical sites with
ambient gases and lubricants

reactions may be gaseous species such as CO and CO2
(Fig. 5d) resulting in chemical wear of the ta-C [35, 36].
This picture might even hold for hydrogenated amorphous
carbon (a-C:H). Recent a-C:H triboexperiments directly
revealed a similar sp2-rich layer after sliding. The authors
of this study suggested that sliding produces chemically
activated atoms which further react with environmental
species [41, 42].
Obviously, rehybridization and passivation can be
regarded as competing processes leading to a complex
interrelation between friction and wear. Future work is
necessary to clarify the potential role of passivating species
such as hydrogen and oxygen on the rehybridization
mechanism. Nevertheless, the work presented in this article
supplies strong support that the interplay of mechano-driven rehybridization (whenever passivation fails) and the
subsequent repassivation by environmental species underly
the outstanding tribo-performance of ta-C.
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